NEW TOURISM

Got in the most remote corners of the world, the name Los Angeles is known. As one of the most popular cities in the country, LA draws millions of visitors every year, seeking to the unique desires of each one with unparalleled diversity, and countless entertainment options. There is so something for everyone around the city. Take a tour through the world of the rich and famous in Beverly Hills, see the glass structure at the Getty Center at Huntington Beach, or take the White Rabbit tour and watch how for the holy and religious town of Mexico Beach. A perfect year is ended by visiting attractions like Disneyland and Magic Mountain, or surprise your tour partner by visiting historical sites and the indigenous lands of T排名第一。If you ever thought about there way could be another type which combines the infrastructure with tourism?

Infrastructure, which accompanies with peoples for every moment, should bring more positive influences on people's daily life rather than negative one. This the subject of the project is to see the transportation lines as one part of infrastructure to associate other parts with the tourism programs. Based on the existing biling path and motor way, there are 5 types of roads which are human riding roads, being route and vehicle route. By using the different types of roads, the new tourist is going to express the new accommodation of tourist will be based on the circumstances and infrastructure system.

Tahoe Hayward Transmission Project is an energy transmission project in California which has 200 miles of new and upgraded transmission facilities and substations. Systematically affects 3 communities which are Reno County, Hayward, and 1 design area including Rosemont/Watson, Los Angeles County/Modesto, Bayview Park, Malibou Beach, Alhambra, Camarillo, San Diego, Dorchester, Rodriguez Park, Pescader, Pescadero, Roseville, Roseville Heights, Vacaville, Yuba City, Mount Diablo, and San Bernardino County/Chino, Irvine Hills, Hollywood.